We prove here a result on extension ofC.R. functions, given locally on the boundary of an open set of C" , of the form {<^ < c} , where the Hessian of ^ satisfies some conditions. This result will be established, by reducing the problem to one consisting of solving a 8-problem with compact support (see [6] , see also [2] [9]) in intersections of domains defined by functions the Hessian of which may degenerate in some sense.
Of course, it is essential to note that one has not necessarily one positive eigenvalue for the Levi form of the domain defined by {^?<c}, near the point considered; for this case is solved by H. Lewy a long time ago [8] , and generalized by R.O. Wells [10] . Let us mention also in this area, far from being complete, the following works [1] [3] [9] ). We should mention also even in higher codimension, the method of construction of discs the boundary of which lie in 3K, or in the given manifold M ( [5] , [7] , and the use of a recent result of Baouendi-Treves [3] , on the approximate Poincare Lemma. But this construction seems to be very hard in the case where the Levi form degenerates.
Notations and definitions.
Let us recall some notations and definitions used in [6] . Let </? be a real, C 2 function in C" . For every multi-index J, with Proof. -Let X?^1 , X?"' 1 , X^ be as above in the definition of X^+i , choose a multi-index J, |J| = q + 1 . Let Sj denote all multi-indices K, \K\=q+2, so that JCK Sj contains of course (n -q -1) elements.
Moreover \, \ are defined as in the above procedure. We must show that
For every K E Sj, K = (feJ), choosing ^ = 0, one always has 
To show that \ > [(n -q)/(n -q -l)]X^+i it suffices to
show for each 1, 111 = q , that X, > X-+, . ----"-.
Now the lemma shows that if X +^ > |A|, then X > |/z|. Then the hypothesis of theorem 4.1 in [6] are fulfilled and the theorem follows.
Now we wish to establish a result on extension of C.R. functions given locally, near ZQ G 3o? on 805, with co = {<^<c}. Before the proof, we need some lemmas. For 0 < r < 1 , Q G R , let e^ = ----1 -re~1 0 
and _ X^( z)=(z-l).(^-^,.^).
Since we only have scaled the variable near z = 1 , X remains bounded. Therefore, its maximum is given by the maximum of its radial limits (a.e.). Except at z = 1, the radial limit of the second factor is at most 1 . So | X | < 2 . Now, the subgroup of the automorphisms of the unit disc fixing 1 acts transitively, hence {-re 16 ' 1^} =A and the lemma is proved. 
Assume h is holomorphic in D, that h extends continuously to D\{X = 0} and that h laD\{\==o} extends continuously to 3D.

Then, if \h is bounded on D, h is also bounded in D.
Proof. -We may assume \ = H(z -a^', where {^} is a finite set of points on 3D. We may also assume D = A since the result is local and biholomorphic maps between C 2 domains are Lip 1 . Then h .(n (z -a^} is bounded on A, and h extends continuously to D-{^.}, while h\^_r. extends continuously to 3D .
We may finally assume as well that there is only one a. Proof. -It suffices to ^how that h is continuous at ZQ , assuming that X(Zo) =0-Let h EC(3cj n U) the continuous extension Applying Rado's theorem, it follows that </? is holomorphic on the regular points of {X = 0} n U(Zo). Since ^ = 0 on a non empty, relatively open set, it follows moreover that ^ == 0 on the regular points of {X=0}HU(Zo). This implies that / vanishes on {X= 0}no;nU(Zo). So we can write /= \f\ for some holomorphic function /', in a? H U(Zo).
So we obtain that /' is a holomorphic function with the following properties: a) /' is holomorphic in (jj H U(Zo) b)V is continuous in cJ H V(z^) and /'^nu-{^=o} which is equal to g extends to continuous function on 80). So by the preceding proposition /' is continuous in oi 0 U(Zo). 
